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MATANUSKA-SUSITNA BOROUGH 
350 E Dahlia Ave., Palmer, Alaska 99645 

 

FISH AND WILDLIFE COMMISSION 

AGENDA 

Lower Level Conference Room 

REGULAR MEETING      5 P.M.          November 15, 2018 

I. CALL TO ORDER; ROLL CALL 

II. APPROVAL OF AGENDA 

III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

a. October 18, 2018 

IV. AUDIENCE INTRODUCTION/PARTICIPATION 

V. STAFF/AGENCY REPORTS & PRESENTATIONS 

a. Staff Report 

b. Alexander/Sucker Lake Elodea Update-Dan Coleman, DNR 

c. NPFMC Salmon Committee Updates 

VI. ITEMS OF BUSINESS 

a. Terry’s resignation 

b. Wetland Mitigation Update 

c. Fishery Research Project Funding 

d. ADF&G Meeting 

e. Salmon Symposium Report 

VII. AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION 

VIII. MEMBER COMMENTS 

IX. NEXT MEETING – December 20, 2018 @ 3pm 

X. ADJOURNMENT 

CHAIRPERSON 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MSB STAFF 
Brianne Blackburn 
 

BOARD MEMBERS 
Andy Couch 

Howard Delo 
Larry Engel 

Jim Sykes 
John Wood 
Mike Wood 

Exofficio: Bruce Knowles 
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Matanuska-Susitna Borough 

FISH AND WILDLIFE COMMISSION 
Thursday, October 18th, 2018 3:00pm 

 
 

FWC Minutes | 1 
Oct 18th, 2018 

 

DRAFT MINUTES 
 

I. CALL TO ORDER/ROLL CALL 

Meeting was called to order at 3:03pm by Howard Delo; Commissioners present: Larry 

Engel, Andy Couch, Howard Delo, Dan Mayfield, Mike Wood. 

II. APPROVAL OF AGENDA 

MOTION:  Larry Engel made a motion to approve the agenda; Mike Wood seconded the motion.  
Discussion:  Staff suggested additions to the agenda: introduction of new Commission Member, Dan 

Mayfield; will cover a few additional items in staff report: correspondence updates; 

reappointment paperwork reminder from clerk’s office; salmon symposium.  Andy 

suggested adding Governor’s task force update.  Will be covered in Member comments.   

Motion approved as amended by unanimous vote.  
 
III. Introduction of New Member 

Dan Mayfield introduced himself and spoke to his role on the Commission to support 

the FWC, need to promote sport fishing industry.  Larry suggested reviewing the 

Economic Assessment of Sport Fishing 

 

IV. APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

a. September 20, 2018 

MOTION:  Larry Engel made a motion to approve the minutes; Andy Couch seconded the motion.  
Motion approved by unanimous vote. 
 
V. AUDIENCE INTRODUCTION/PARTICIPATION 

Neil DeWitt-no comments 

Stefan Hinman & Patty Sullivan (MSB)  

 

VI. STAFF/AGENCY REPORTS & PRESENTATIONS 

a. NPFMC Salmon Committee Update: Stakeholder Meeting has been scheduled for 

December 4th and will be open to the public.  Staff will plan on attending and will notice 

the meeting so FWC members can  

Discussion:  Andy mentioned that John Jensen was appointed to chair this Committee.  Howard 

explained that the NPFMC is the federal body that oversees all Federal Jurisdictional 

waters and fisheries.  The center of Cook Inlet is technically Federal waters that have 

historically been managed by the State.  The Drifters filed a law suit saying that the State 

wasn’t following federal mandatory guidelines and the judge ordered the development 

of a new Fisheries Management Plan for Salmon in these waters and that falls under 

NFPMC purview.  The council has developed this Salmon Committee/Stakeholder group 

that is made up of NPFMC appointed representatives, all of which are representatives 
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for the Drifters at this time.  The appearance is that this is stacked against in-river users 

and set-netters 

b. Correspondence: since the last meeting, the FWC sent two letters: 

i. To MSB Assembly: encouraging engagement with the Army Corps on the Wetlands 

Mitigation issue 

ii. Comments to the BOF: asking questions about the August Commercial Drift Fleet 

opener.  Was not addressed at the work-session so question will be incorporated 

into the ADF&G question list.   

c. FWC reappointment paperwork due to Clerk’s office for those with terms up at the end 

of this calendar year.   

d. Salmon Symposium: Interest in a FWC presentation-oral and poster presentation 

options.   

Discussion:  Larry suggested an oral presentation covering fish passage work and salmon research; 

Andy emphasized covering salmon research, in a handout at least; Mike suggested how 

the corridor concept is working; Howard suggested habitat issues such as the wetland 

mitigation. Larry and Mike are available to help with a presentation, possibly Howard 

and Andy.   

e. Legislator briefing: staff included an outline of potential topics based on previous 

Legislator Briefings.   

Discussion: Dan mentioned that the Assembly is planning a December meeting with legislative staff 

and this may be a good.  Andy suggested three things that should be address in 

“upcoming challenges:” 1) King Salmon at a low point in the Mat-Su-what is coming out 

of the Fishwheel assessment from ADF&G; 2) Eklutna tailrace-a portion of the water 

may be going back into Eklutna and what is the plan for that stocked fishery; 3) talk 

about drift fisheries in federal waters and what could come from the NPFMC process. 

Mike emphasized habitat issues are important-we are not only interested in allocation, 

but having a place for fish to return to.      

Dan asked if there has been outreach to federal legislators?  There could be opportunity 

when Assembly Members travel to DC to hand carry a resolution.  The next trip would 

be between now and April.   

MOTION:  Dan Mayfield made a motion to finalize a list of ideas to discuss with legislators at the 
most convenient future date that we can arrange; Larry Engel seconded the motion.  

 
Motion approved by unanimous vote. 
 
f. Historical overview of FWC-Video Project Idea 

Discussion:  Stefan Hinman (MSB Public Relations) joined the meeting and offered input on the 

development of a video project-goals would be to make it relevant to current social 

media trends-highly visual and short clips.  FWC can identify talking points and PR team 

can work on the format.  Discussion included ways to incorporate others that have 

partnered on the accomplishments-Assembly, Salmon partnership, ACs to highlight the 

joint effort that it has been.  Dan Mayfield suggested the hook at the end should be the 

vision to the future and the challenges ahead and what needs to be done.  Stefan 
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mentioned being clear who the audience is to really drive the message.  One idea to 

explore is the missing Anchorage audience in the broader fisheries issues.   

Legislative package a priority first and this historical video project will come together 

from this.  Volunteers to pull ideas together: Larry, Dan, Mike (after election), Andy (but 

will be out of town) 

VII. Items of Business 

a. BOF Work Session Update-Hatcheries 

Discussion-Hatcheries:  

Howard Delo recapped the BOF meeting including the nomination of officers which 

included Reed Morisky and John Jensen for chair and Robert Ruffner for vice chair.  

Morisky and Ruffner were ultimately elected.  They moved onto the agenda change 

requests (ACRs) and #1 and #2 were hatchery related items and but were delayed until 

after the Department’s presentation on Hatcheries scheduled for later in the day.  The 

Board worked on the other non-hatchery related ACRs and they did accept a couple but 

nothing related to Cook Inlet.  Bill Templin (ADF&G) presented hatchery report 3-4-

hours of detail but it boiled down to they really don’t know what impact the hatchery 

production is having on wild stocks.  Ultimately, neither hatchery ACRs were accepted 

by the Board.   

Mike added that during RC29 presentation, they estimated that there are 5 billion 

hatchery fish release every year by all salmon nations around the pacific and Alaska 

accounts for 30% of that.  Then they had graphs that accounted for natural and stocked 

(hatchery) runs and they’re almost 50/50, which they do through otolith marking.  And 

they talked about straying and that it was somewhere between 2% and 10-15% but 

didn’t really cover the high percentage in lower cook inlet which is key because of the 

dilution or loss of genetic material as a result.  Howard mentioned that it didn’t seem 

like they have a good handle on the specifics on genetic impacts.  They have studies 

wrapping up or in progress but at this time they don’t have a lot of information, but the 

overwhelming opinion from the public present (which appeared to be primarily 

commercial or processors) didn’t seem to want a cautionary approach.   

Mike pointed out that that it appeared that the Department is keeping track of the 

science for the hatchery program through regional planning teams.  There was only one 

dissenter in the entire group so it left him thinking that the Department has done ok 

balancing hatchery and natural stocks within their system, but there are ocean impacts, 

climate change, and other unknowns that will cost a lot of money to flesh out.  

Intuitively we can say 5 billion fish released into the ocean must have an impact but 

there was no proof there that they should change anything based on that.   

Howard added that what Kenai River Sportfishing Association (KRSA) was trying to do 

with their request was to grant a pause in the continuing increase of production of 

hatchery fish to give the Department a chance to do these studies to determine what 

the impacts are.  It seemed the perception was that KRSA wanted to shut down 
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Hatcheries all together, which was not the case.  This isn’t a new debate; this has been 

coming up through various individuals for a long time. There will be another public 

meeting on hatcheries in March.   

Larry mentioned that FWC took a position back with KRSA originally petition to support 

the idea to slow down on increased hatchery production until we have more 

information on impacts.  Did you hear anything at the meeting that would convince you 

that our position is off-base? Mike and Howard-both no.  Larry also mentioned that back 

when he was on the Board, they made a request that the Board and the Department 

would meet and discuss hatcheries on a regular basis but that has not happened.   

Discussion-other BOF items: Howard talked to Glenn Haight about a potential tour of the Mat-Su 

Fisheries for Board members and potential presentation to FWC.  Mike mentioned that 

Sam Ivey and Sam Oslund will be presenting on a King Salmon Management Plan for 

Susitna.  Howard added that in the stock of concern report there was one stock of 

concern in the Kotzebue/Nome area that was coming off the stock of concern list-they 

gave no criteria other than using the same parameters that got it listed.  Letter FWC 

sent in for comment was listed as public comment (#13) but was not discussed.  

[Patty Sullivan arrived and was given an opportunity to speak without objection from 

Commission Members]  

A lot of ideas for visually engaging video project.  Will need help trying to rally the 

Anchorage audience which may be key for outreach.  Had little success with Anchorage 

Mayor previously.  Would like to have a blog of sorts that will provide a landing page for 

current fisheries information with some good images and maps that will help with some 

of the complex ideas.  Howard mentioned the FWC subcommittee to work with ideas for 

communicating outreach.   
 

b. ADF&G Sport Fishing Regulation Survey 

The report was brought up at the BOF but didn’t go into much detail beyond the 
executive summary.  Andy spoke with Director Brookover about this report and he 
simplicity of regulation is a good thing as long as you don’t take away opportunity when 
you do it. If you make everything simple and you have to meet the stock that’s doing the 
poorest then everything else has to be reduced to that level on the systems that are 
producing fish. 

c. ADF&G Season-wrap up Meeting 

The questions that were submitted are in the packet.  Question 10 was added to 
represent the questions put forth to the BOF in comment from the FWC before the work 
session.  At this point, are there any edits?  And we need to find a window of time that 
will work.  Suggested language:  
#9: Please provide this year’s king and coho salmon escapement counts in Northern 
Cook Inlet Management area including systems with and without goals? 
#8: Get rid of first part and go with what is down for a).   
#11: Include follow-up: what methodology have they developed in the last couple of 
years to refine the counts?  
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MOTION:  Larry Engel made a motion to accept these questions as discussed; Andy Couch 
seconded the motion.  
Meeting timing: Pursue the last week in November and the first week of December, with 
the exception of Nov 26th (Governor’s task force scheduled) and December 4th (NPFMC 
stakeholder meeting scheduled).   

 
Mike asked if it was appropriate to ask Mat-Su Habitat Biologists to come to the meeting 
to talk about projects.  Larry suggested this could be done at a regular meeting, though 
the audience at the ADF&G Season wrap up meeting might benefit from this 
conversation as well.  Andy also mentioned wanting an update on Pike in relationship to 
the project update that no pike were found in Cottonwood creek drainage and the 
statewide harvest data that suggested pike were caught.   

d. November Meeting 

Meeting is currently scheduled at 3pm which is during the Salmon Symposium.  We had 

discussed moving the meeting to later that evening or another day.  Move the meeting 

to 5pm without objection.   

e. Fishery Research Project Funding 

We have about $45,000 unencumbered funds from the Salmon Research and 

Monitoring grant that is good through June 2019.  Andy Barcaly gave a couple ideas for 

projects: 1) to reanalyze the commercial fishery harvest from 2013 & 2016 and 

comparing to updated baseline data through other sampling; and 2) analyze all baseline 

samples they collected this year prior to analyzing commercial samples to fill in baseline 

where data is lacking.  Larry suggested having him attend a regular meeting to discuss.   

Mike is interesting in asking Andy to bring information on genetics linking Chignik 

sockeye to Susitna sockeye and is this different from the Kodiak sockeye?    

VIII. AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION 

Niel had nothing to add at this time 

IX. MEMBER COMMENTS 

Andy Couch: Talking about the task force-I was in the group with the head guy from the Drifters (Erik) 
and he was focused on what could we do to increase the drift opportunity in the inlet. 
How can we streamline things to simplify the management plan etc.  “Business as 
usual.”  The number of people from Northern Cook Inlet, especially with experience 
with these type of discussions has declined drastically.  I felt like I was carrying the 
water.  The meeting looked like it was getting more and more dominated by the Kenai.  
They created an executive board (to include Larry).  If we want to continue this and have 
meaningful input from the Mat-Su we need to get some participation.  Same could be 
said for Anchorage.  And maybe this all goes away with the election?  Other big 
takeaway-they want to have a meeting in Kenai.    

Larry Engel: This whole issue (task force) started with a presentation from the FWC to the Governor.  
We had two meetings last spring to see if there was enough common interest to move 
forward and there was general agreement that yes, enough interest to move forward.  
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But then summer fishing season was upon us.  So this meeting last week was resuming 
this, but it was much more formalized.  They broke us up into two groups to deal with 
the same issues: 1) escapement goal setting and 2) in-season decision making.  Flow 
charts for decision making to explain.  They have a procedure developed recently that 
requires the divisions to communicate with each other when they’re making these 
decisions.  Another thing was how they establish escapement goals and timing on this.  
Decisions on escapement goals will be made a month or more before the board 
deadline for submitting proposals.  Other part of the meeting-what would be the 
subjects for the next meeting: habitat issues, funding etc.  Other discussion: when we 
make decisions as the task force, how do we convey decisions moving forward to 
governor, legislators etc.  The Task force appointed chairman-Brian Gabrielle (mayor of 
city of Kenai).  Executive group that I am a part of to put up side boards and meeting 
dates-will move away from department and consultant.  Next meeting is tentatively 
scheduled for Nov 26th potentially in Kenai.  What happens when people can’t show up? 
Need to find out how we substitute folks? How are decisions made?  

Mike Wood:  If you know of any place that I can show up and talk with anyone about the ballot 
initiative and what it really means, please let me know.  There are a lot of questions 
about who wrote it, and it’s too broad and ultimately with conversation, people see the 
point.  Big money in advertising against.  Stopped by 3-Rivers and spent over 2 hours of 
intense conversation and it was good conversation, but it takes a lot of effort.  I’m 
feeling really good about it.  Last article was endorsed by over 60 state and federal 
employees working in fish habitat.   

Dan Mayfield: Overwhelming amount of information shared today.  It’s an honor and privilege to be 
here.  I hope to become more of a contributing factor as we move on. 

Howard Delo: No comment 

MOTION:  Larry Engel made motion to adjourn; Mike Wood seconded the motion.  

 

Motion approved by unanimous vote. 

 

X. ADJOURNED at 5:50pm 

 

 

 

__________________________________________   __________________________ 

Howard Delo, Vice-Chair      Date 

 

 

 

__________________________________________   __________________________ 

Brianne Blackburn, MSB Staff      Date 
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FWC 2018 Questions for ADF&G 

1. During the 2018 season most Northern Cook Inlet king salmon fisheries where either 
greatly restricted or closed for a large portion of the season.   How successful were the 
Department's egg take efforts at Deception Creek and the William Jack Hernandez 
Hatchery? During the 2019 season how many king salmon smolt does the Department 
anticipate having to stock at Deception Creek? Eklutna Tailrace? and Ship Creek? 
 

2. Last spring Director Brookover assured Mat-Su sportfishing interests that the 
Department would have the 2019 king salmon outlook out by November.   What is the 
Department timeline for when the outlook and any season starting emergency 
regulations may be released? 
 

3. At a 2018 meeting with the Mat-Su Borough Fish and Wildlife Commission Director 
Brookover said the Department with public help would develop a king salmon 
management plan proposal for Northern Cook Inlet and / or Deshka River for submission 
to the Alaska Board of Fisheries.   This plan could help provide a more consistent and 
certain regulatory framework for Northern Cook Inlet king salmon management.  When is 
the Department willing to start working on this proposal? 
 

4. All Upper Cook Inlet sockeye salmon and silver salmon goals were achieved during the 
2018 season, and Northern Cook Inlet silver salmon sport harvest opportunities were 
much earlier and more robust than for the past several years.   What can and is the 
Department willing to do to make this a more consistent occurrence? 
 

5. What are ADF&G’s research priorities for Northern Cook Inlet? And for Upper Cook 
Inlet? 
 

6. If a stock of concern and has been for X number of years.  What information does 
ADF&G need to take this stock off the concern list? 
 

7. What is the juvenile Susitna sockeye salmon production from the lakes? What is Deshka 
Chinook smolt production? 
 

8. When Susitna stock of yield concern goes away, given the tools available now, does 
ADF&G have what it needs to provide in-season abundance based management of 
Susitna and Yenta rivers to support the subsistence, sport, commercial and personal use 
fisheries?  
 

9. Please provide this year’s king and coho salmon escapement counts in Northern Cook 

Inlet Management area including systems with and without goals? 
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10.  Under provisions of the Central District Drift Gillnet Fishery Management Plan (5 AAC 
21.353), the Commercial Fisheries Division announced an opening for the drift fleet on 
August 23, 2018. The management plan specifically states that for any commercial drift 
fleet opening from August 16 until closed by emergency order, only Drift Gillnet Areas 3 
and 4 are open for fishing [5 AAC 21.353 (f)]. A description of these areas is contained in 
regulation [5 AAC 21.353 (g) (3 and 4)], but essentially moves the fleet over to the west 
side of Cook Inlet. The announced August 23 opener contained an added provision 
stating that the fleet could also fish in Drift Area 1 [5 AAC 21.353 (g) (1)], which includes 
all waters of the Central District south of Kalgin Island. This is a major expansion of the 
Board of Fisheries (BOF) specified allowable fishing area for this period. Since there 
were no significant escapement goal concerns regarding either the Kenai or Kasilof 
Rivers, the Matanuska-Susitna Borough Fish and Wildlife Commission (MSBFWC) 
questions why the ADF&G, Commercial Fisheries Division decided to assume allocative 
authority by allowing one gear type to fish in an area the BOF clearly had designated as 
an area off-limits during the time period of the opener. 
 

11. Did the low sockeye harvest indicate that Kenai sonar was counting pinks as sockeyes? 
What methodology have they developed in the last couple of years to refine the counts? 
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